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Introduction

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB), one of the oldest and 
most pervasive human diseases in history, remains a global 
heath problem. According to the World Health Organization 
(WHO), at least a third of the world’s population is infected 
with MTB. The dangerous spread of tuberculosis (TB) is 
mainly due to its association with human immunodefi-
ciency virus (HIV) infection, and the development of multi-
drug-resistant strains of MTB (MDR-TB) and extensively 
drug-resistant strains of MTB (XDR-TB)1. Furthermore, it 
has been more than 40 years since a new drug for TB was 
discovered. Thus, it is urgently desired to develop new anti-
tubercular drugs, which are effective against TB.

As fatty acid biosynthesis in pathogenic microorgan-
isms is essential for cell viability, the enzymes involved 
in the FAS pathway have recently attracted considerable 
interest, a genomics-driven target for antibacterial drug 
discovery. -Ketoacyl-acyl carrier protein (ACP) synthase 
III (KAS III, FabH) is the bacterial condensing enzyme in 
gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria that initiates the 
FAB cycle by catalyzing the first condensation step between 
acetyl- coenzyme A (CoA) and malonyl-ACP. Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis -ketoacyl-ACP synthase III (mtFabH) is a 

homodimer, closely similar in topology and active-site struc-
ture to Escherichia coli FabH (ecFabH), with a CoA/malonyl-
ACP-binding channel leading from the enzyme surface to 
the buried active-site cysteine residue. The pivotal role of 
mtFabH, combined with its unique structural features and 
ubiquitous occurrence in bacteria, has made it an excellent 
molecular target for the development of novel antimycobac-
terial agents.

Thiolactomycin (TLM, 1) was the first example of a 
naturally occurring thiolactone to exhibit antibiotic activ-
ity (Figure 1)2. It is a unique molecule that exhibits selective 
activity against only the dissociable type II fatty acid synthase 
(FAS-II). TLM inhibits MTB FAS-II by targeting -ketoacyl-
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Figure 1. Structures of thiolactomycin (TLM, 1) and thiolactone.
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ACP synthase (mtFabH and mtFabB), in vitro and in vivo, 
leading to inhibition of cell wall mycolic acid biosynthesis 
and to cell death3,4. Previous studies have shown that a 
number of TLM analogs exhibit moderate mtFabH inhibi-
tory activity5–9, such as aromatic-acetylene and biphenyl 
analogs at the C5 position of TLM analogs. Further, the stud-
ies have revealed very little tolerance for substitutions at the 
C5 position of TLM in assays of condensing enzymes derived 
from MTB by Kim et al.8. Therefore, we have collected data 
on TLM analogs and carried out structural analysis using 
3D-quantitative structure–activity relationship (QSAR) 
and docking methodologies. Furthermore, based on the 
3D-QSAR models obtained and the docking results, we have 
gained insight into the molecular interactions between TLM 
analogs and mtFabH and propose a plausible binding mode 
for them.

We report herein the results of CoMFA (comparative 
molecular field analysis) and CoMSIA (comparative molecu-
lar similarity indices analysis) performed on a series of TLM 
analogs as mtFabH inhibitors. CoMFA10, the most popular 
3D-QSAR method, has been chosen because of the renowned 
robustness of the model it produces. The CoMSIA11 method 
differs in the way the molecular fields are calculated and by 
including additional molecular fields, such as lipophilic and 
hydrogen bond potential. Docking12 programs predict the 
most likely conformation of how a ligand binds to a macro-
molecule. The aim was to analyze structural requirements 
of TLM analogs to understand the structural basis for their 
affinity to the catalytic center of the enzyme and to guide 
the design and synthesis of more potent inhibitors with 
predetermined affinities. Hitherto, no other computational 
study of TLM analogs targeting mtFabH can be found in the 
literature, and the 3D-QSAR models, docking studies, and 
predicted binding mode that we have obtained are reported 
for the first time.

Materials and methods

Data set
A series of TLM analogs (shown in Tables 1 and 2) reported 
as mtFabH inhibitors were considered in this study5,6,8,9. The 
biological activities of the compounds were evaluated in the 
same laboratory. Biological activities measured as IC

50
 were 

converted to pIC
50

 (–log(IC
50

)) for use in the 3D-QSAR study. 
To obtain a reliable and robust QSAR model, it is desirable 
to consider a data set that covers reasonable chemical diver-
sity and biological activity. Selection of the training and test 
sets was done manually such that low, moderate, and high 
mtFabH inhibitory activity TLM analogs were present in 
roughly equal proportions in both sets. Thus, the test set was 
a true representative of the training set. The structures of the 
training and test set molecules are given in Tables 1 and 2, 
respectively.

Molecular modeling and alignment
All of the 3D structures of TLM analogs were built in molec-
ular modeling software package Sybyl 6.913. Partial atomic 

charges were calculated by the Gasteiger–Huckel method, 
and energy minimizations were performed using the Tripos 
force field. Since the crystal structure of the mtFabH–TLM 
complex is not available, the least energy conformer was 
used as the bioactive conformation. The most potent 
aromatic- acetylene analog 3 was subjected to conforma-
tional search. The minimized conformer of compound 3 
was taken as the template. The remaining molecules were 
aligned to it based on the basic core of thiolactone by 
the Align Database command available in Sybyl 6.9. The 
aligned molecules are shown in Figure 2. In addition to the 
3D-QSAR analyses, docking simulations were performed 
using the X-ray crystallographic structure of mtFabH with 
long chain lauric acid substrate (Protein Data Bank (PDB) 
code: 1HZP)14. The computer-simulated automated dock-
ing studies were performed using the widely distributed 
molecular docking software GOLD, based on the genetic 
algorithm (GA) method.

CoMFA
CoMFA is a widely used 3D-QSAR technique that relates the 
biological activity of a series of molecules with their steric 
and electrostatic fields. The region was created automati-
cally, and the default grid spacing (2 Å) was employed. A sp3 
hybridized carbon atom with a radius of 1.53 Å and a charge 
of +1.0 was used as a probe to calculate the steric and elec-
trostatic energies between the probe and the molecules 
using the Tripos force field. Energy cutoff values of 30 kcal/
mol were selected for both the electrostatic and steric 
fields. The experimental IC

50
 (µM) values were converted 

into –log(IC
50

) values (Table 1) and used as the dependent 
column.

CoMSIA
Taking the same aligned molecules that were used for 
CoMFA, we performed the statistical evaluation for CoMSIA 
analysis, and some parameters were the same as for CoMFA. 
Five similarity fields, namely, steric, electrostatic, hydro-
phobic, hydrogen bond donor, and acceptor fields were 
evaluated at each lattice intersection of a regularly space 
grid of 2.0 Å. In optimizing CoMSIA performance, the most 
important parameter was how to combine the five fields in 
the CoMSIA model. In order to choose the optimal result, we 

Figure 2. Alignment of training set molecules.
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systematically altered the combination of fields and chose 
those values which gave ideal non-cross-validation, stand-
ard errors of estimate, and F-values. Finally, to show five 
physicochemical properties, the model generated by com-
bining the steric, electrostatic, hydrophobic, hydrogen bond 
acceptor, and donor fields was selected as the best CoMSIA 
model.

Partial least squares (PLS) analysis
Partial least squares (PLS)15,16 methodology was used for 
all 3D-QSAR analyses. The cross-validation17,18 analysis 
was performed using the leave-one-out (LOO) method, in 
which one compound is removed from the data set and its 
activity is predicted using the model derived from the rest 
of the data set. The cross-validated r2 that resulted in the 

Table 1. Training set used for 3D-QSAR analysis.

S O
R

HO

S O
R

HO

Compounds 9-40Compounds 1-8

Compd R IC
50

 (µM) pIC
50

CoMFA CoMSIA

PAa b PAa b

1 (TLM) — 74.9 4.13 4.093 0.037 4.136 –0.006

2 H 100 4.00 4.001 –0.001 3.967 0.033

3 O 4 5.40 5.387 0.013 5.441 –0.041

4
O

HO 7 5.15 5.160 –0.010 5.105 0.045

8 CN 48 4.32 4.317 0.003 4.307 0.013

10 112 3.95 3.963 –0.013 3.988 –0.038

11 43 4.37 4.378 –0.008 4.244 0.126

12
O

155 3.81 3.792 0.018 3.809 0.001

15

F

F 246 3.61 3.624 –0.014 3.674 –0.064

16 F

F

263 3.58 3.598 –0.018 3.627 –0.047

17 51 4.29 4.245 0.045 4.257 0.033

19
I

153 3.82 3.817 0.003 3.734 0.086

20 52 4.28 4.324 –0.044 4.319 –0.039

21 25 4.60 4.619 –0.019 4.623 –0.023

22 O 29 4.54 4.545 –0.005 4.529 0.011

23 HO 19 4.72 4.710 0.010 4.703 0.017

24 O
Ph

17 4.77 4.770 0.000 4.815 –0.045

25
NH

O 119 3.92 3.893 0.027 3.933 –0.013

26 CH3(CH2)11CH2 80 4.10 4.124 –0.024 4.106 –0.006

27 F3C
100 4.00 4.000 0.000 4.041 –0.041

Note. The series was divided into a training set of 20 compounds (TLM included) and a test set of 20 compounds (Tables 1 and 2, respectively). The test 
set includes compounds representing all categories of activity of the training set, that is, inactive, active, and more active compounds comprising all 
structural features that are important for activity.
aPredicted activity.
bResidual of experimental and predicted activities.
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optimum number of components and the lowest standard 
error of prediction were considered for further analysis. 
To speed up the analysis and reduce noise, a minimum 
filter value  of 2.00 kcal/mol was used. Final analysis was 
performed to calculate conventional r2 using the optimum 
number of components obtained from the cross-validation 
analysis.

The predictive power of the 3D-QSAR models was 
determined from a set of 20 molecules that were excluded 
during model development. The optimization, alignment, 
and all other steps for these test set molecules were the 
same as those of the training set molecules, described 

above, and their activities were predicted using the model 
produced by the training set. The predictive correlation 
(r2 pred) based on the test set molecules was computed 
using:

rpred
2 (SD PRESS) SD= − /

where SD is defined as the sum of the squared devia-
tions between the biological activities of the test set and 
mean activity of the training set molecules, and PRESS 
is the sum of the squared deviations between the pre-
dicted and actual activity values for each molecule in the 
test set.

Table 2. Test set used for 3D-QSAR analysis.

Compd R IC
50

 (µM) pIC
50

CoMFA CoMSIA

PAa b PAa b

5
O

O 74 4.13 4.160 –0.030 4.348 –0.218

6 O2N
34 4.47 4.162 0.308 4.544 –0.074

7 NC 7 5.15 5.305 –0.155 5.100 0.050

9 250 3.60 4.103 –0.503 4.099 –0.499

13
O

500 3.30 3.173 0.127 3.092 0.208

14 O 52 4.28 4.236 0.044 4.067 –0.213

18 215 3.67 4.192 –0.522 4.065 –0.395

28 Cl 130 3.88 4.314 –0.434 4.103 –0.223

29 Cl 156 3.80 4.312 –0.512 4.106 –0.306

30

O

150 3.82 3.760 0.060 3.699 0.121

31 F

F

135 3.87 4.304 –0.434 4.070 –0.200

32
F

F 207 3.68 3.527 0.153 4.121 –0.441

33 F 105 3.98 4.450 0.470 4.094 –0.114

34 68 4.16 4.503 –0.343 4.114 0.046

35
S

Ο 200 3.69 3.434 0.256 4.121 –0.431

36 S 86 4.06 4.580 –0.520 4.123 –0.063

37 Ο

HO
7 5.15 5.487 –0.337 5.599 –0.449

38 Ο

H2N

4 5.40 5.301 0.099 5.083 0.317

39 Ο

OCH3

3 5.52 5.868 –0.348 5.382 0.138

40 Ο 283 3.55 3.178 0.372 4.079 –0.529

aPredicted activity.
bResidual of experimental and predicted activities.
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Docking study
In order to investigate the appropriate binding orientations 
of TLM analogs interacting with the mtFabH crystal struc-
ture, a docking procedure was performed. The advanced 
molecular docking program GOLD19, version 3.1, which uses 
a powerful genetic algorithm (GA) method for conforma-
tional search and docking and is widely regarded as one of 
the best docking programs20, was employed to generate an 
ensemble of docked conformations. Another advantage of 
using GOLD is that it applies some flexibility to the active 
site side chains19.

The original ligand, lauric acid, as well as water molecules 
in the target protein were removed from the coordinated set. 
Hydrogen atoms were added to the protein and Kollman all-
atom charge was assigned. The genetic operators were 100 
for the population size, 1.1 for the selection, 5 for the number 
of subpopulations, 100,000 for the maximum number of 
genetic applications, and 2 for the size of the niche used to 
increase population diversity. The weights were chosen so 
that cross-over mutations were applied with equal prob-
ability (95/95 for the values) and migration was applied 5% 
of the time. The ChemScore function encoded in GOLD was 
applied to predict the binding mode of mtFabH and 40 TLM 
analogs. This scoring function was described by Eldridge 
et al.21. The fitness score was taken as the negative of the sum 
of the component energy terms, so that larger fitness scores 
were better. The center of the bound lauric acid was defined 
as the binding site. Ten docking runs were performed per 
structure. All poses were output into a single *.sdf file.

To test whether the GOLD program was feasible for lig-
and binding to mtFabH, the lauric acid–mtFabH complex 
structure (PDB code: 1HZP) was initially chosen, and the 
docking structure of compound lauric acid was compared 
with its crystallographic structure. The resulting docked 
conformation of lauric acid and that of the crystallographic 
structure were very similar (root mean square deviation 
(RMSD): 0.67 Å). This result indicated that GOLD analysis 
may be suitable for identification of the binding mode of 
TLM analogs and mtFabH.

Results and discussion

Statistical analysis
CoMFA and CoMSIA models were derived from a training 
set of 20 structurally similar TLM analogs with IC

50
 values 

ranging from 4 to 250 µM. The training set compounds were 
aligned on a minimum energy conformation of compound 3, 
obtained by using the Random Search option given in Sybyl 
6.9. The final predictions were obtained with the CoMFA 
standard model (r2 cv = 0.701, r2 = 0.988) and CoMSIA com-
bined steric, electrostatic, hydrophobic, hydrogen bond 
donor, and hydrogen bond acceptor fields (r2 cv = 0.625, 
r2 = 0.969). The results of CoMFA and CoMSIA analysis are 
summarized in Table 3. The predictive correlation coef-
ficient (r2 pred) indicates a good statistical correlation and 
reasonable predictability of the CoMFA and CoMSIA mod-
els. Figure 3 shows the correlation between the actual values 
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Figure 3. (a) Correlation between experimental pIC
50

 and CoMFA pre-
dicted pIC

50
 for training and test sets. (b) Correlation between experi-

mental pIC
50

 and CoMSIA predicted pIC
50

 for training and test sets.

Table 3. Summary of 3D-QSAR analysis results obtained using CoMFA 
and CoMSIA.

 CoMFA

CoMSIA

S, E S, E, H S, E, D, A All

Parameter

 r2 cv 0.701 0.622 0.671 0.567 0.625

 n 4 4 8 5 5

 r2 0.988 0.984 0.999 0.987 0.969

 SEE 0.059 0.068 0.009 0.063 0.093

 F-value 312.582 233.991 6646.700 219.655 167.576

Contribution

 Steric 0.557 0.363 0.250 0.274 0.163

 Electrostatic 0.443 0.637 0.438 0.329 0.226

 Donor    0.086 0.204

 Acceptor    0.311 0.096

 Hydrophobic   0.312  0.311

 r2 pred 0.818    0.833

Note. r2 cv, cross-validated correlation coefficient; n, no. of components; 
r2, conventional correlation coefficient; SEE, standard error of 
estimate; F-value, F-test value; S, steric field; E, electrostatic field; 
H, hydrophobic field; D, hydrogen bond donor field; A, hydrogen bond 
acceptor field; r2 pred, predicted correlation coefficient for test set of 
compounds.
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and predicted values from the final CoMFA and CoMSIA 
models.

CoMFA model
To visualize the information contents of the derived 
3D-QSAR models, CoMFA contour maps were generated. 
The CoMFA contour plots of steric and electrostatic interac-
tions are shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4a, the green contour 
around the benzene ring of the proper side chain indicates 
that steric bulk is favored there. As a consequence, when 
substituted by phenyl, it shows greater activity. This can be 
seen with compound 3 in which incorporation of the phe-
nyl group results in an increase of activity as compared to 
compound 2. The large yellow contour near the acetylene 
indicates that steric bulk is disfavored. So, when acetylene is 
replaced by the bulky phenyl group, it is disfavored, with less 
activity. This is in agreement with the fact that the activities 
of compounds 2–8, with the less bulky acetylene group, are 
higher than those of the bulky phenyl group compounds 13, 
18, and 40. Another two yellow contours at the end of the 
side chain are found to be critical for reducing activity; for 
example, in the disubstituted fluoride containing analogs 31 
and 32, only substitutions at the para position of the ben-
zene ring enhance the activity.

In Figure 4b, the red contour near the carbonyl group of 
the side chain indicates that any negative charge is favored 
there. For example, compounds 3, 4, 7, 37, 38, and 39 show 
excellent activities for mtFabH. As a consequence, when a 
positively charged group or no groups are at the para posi-
tion of the phenyl, this causes significant loss of potency. 
This can be seen with compounds 8, 10, and 11, etc., posi-
tively charged or no groups oriented in a red contour, which 
may miss important interactions in the active site. The blue 
contour close to the phenyl indicates a favorable region for 
positive charge.

CoMSIA model
Figure 5a depicts the steric and electrostatic contour maps 
of CoMSIA. The green contour around the benzene ring of 
the proper side chain indicates that steric bulk is favored 
there, whereas the yellow contour near the acetylene indi-
cates a sterically unfavored region; the red contour near the 
carbonyl group of the side chain indicates that any negative 

charge is favored there, whereas the blue contour close to 
the phenyl indicates a favorable region for positive charge. 
These contours are also seen in the CoMFA maps and dem-
onstrate similar results. In addition, there is another steric 
unfavored yellow contour near the end of the side chain in 
CoMSIA maps.

The hydrophobic contour map of CoMSIA is presented in 
Figure 5b. The yellow contour indicates that any hydrophobic 
group substituent here is favored. This can be explained by 
the fact that when the meta benzyloxy group of compound 
14 is substituted by the methoxy group, like compound 15, 
it shows a 10-fold improvement in potency. The hydrophilic 
favored white contour around the end of the side chain 
implies that any hydrophilic substitution is favored there. 
This can be explained by the fact that substitution by the 
para methyl group of compound 20 is less potent than sub-
stitution by the hydroxymethyl group of compound 23.

Figure 5c and d depicts the CoMSIA H-bond donor and 
H-bond acceptor contour maps, respectively. The small cyan 
contour beside the phenyl indicates that hydrogen-bond-
donating substituents should be favored in these regions, 
whereas the purple contour indicates that hydrogen-bond-
donating substituents are disfavored (Figure 5c). This can 
also be seen in the hydrogen-bond acceptor contour map 
(Figure 5d). The area highlighted in magenta represents 
the region where hydrogen-bond-acceptor substituents are 
favored. Therefore, placement of hydrogen-bond-acceptor 
functions directing to this magenta contour is correlated 
with an enhancement of binding affinity. These observations 
are supported by the active compounds 3, 4, 37, 38, and 39.

Docking study
To explore the detailed binding mode of TLM analogs and 
mtFabH, the advanced molecular docking program GOLD 
3.1 was used. Three-dimensional structural information on 
the target protein was taken from the PDB entry 1HZP, with 
a resolution of 2.1 Å. All of the TLM analogs were docked 
into the active site of mtFabH with similar conformations. 
We selected TLM, the template compound 3, and the most 
potent biphenyl compound 39 with mtFabH to analyze the 
binding interactions (Figure 6). In the model of the TLM–
mtFabH complex (Figure 6a), the isoprenoid branch of 
TLM extends to the slender hydrophobic pocket directing 

(a) (b)

Figure 4. CoMFA contour maps. (a) Regions where increasing molecular volume increases bioactivity are in green, and regions where increasing 
molecular volume decreases activity are in yellow. (b) Regions where increasing positive charges increases activity are in blue, and regions where 
increasing negative charges increases activity are in red. Compound 3, the template, is superimposed on both maps.
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active site catalytic triad Cys112–His244–Asn27414, like the 
mtFabH–lauric acid binary complex, while the thiolactone 
moiety locates in the surface of the active site. The side 
chain at the C5 position of TLM possesses conjugate-dou-
ble bonds to form hydrophobic and  stacking interactions 
within the small hydrophobic channel of mtFabH, while 
only one hydrogen bond is observed in the docked com-
plex. The acetylene-based side chain at the C5 position of 
compound 3 fits into the small hydrophobic channel, with 
the hydrogen bonds between the carbonyl group and resi-
dues Asn274 and His244 and thiolactone moiety located 
in the surface of the active site with the hydrogen bond 
between the hydroxy group and residue Gly152 (Figure 
6b). The biphenyl-based side chain at the C5 position of 
compound 39 also fits into the small hydrophobic channel, 
with the hydrogen bond between the carbonyl group and 
residues Asn274 and His244, and the thiolactone moiety 
located in the surface of the active site, with the hydrogen 
bond between the C4 hydroxy group and residue Gly152 
(Figure 6c). Due to the same hydrogen bond between the 
carbonyl group and residues Asn274 and His244, com-
pounds 3 and 39 exhibit good inhibitory activity against 
mtFabH with IC

50
 values 4 µM and 3 µM, respectively.

Compared to the binding modes of TLM with ecFabB22 
(PDB code: 1FJ4) and with mtFabB23 (PDB code: 2GP6), 
TLM binds with mtFabH at reverse orientation in our mod-
eling. Modeling of TLM analog binding with mtFabH also 
elucidates that they fit the active site of mtFabH, unlike with 
mtFabB. This is in agreement with a previous study24, which 
showed that FabB was sensitive to TLM while FabH was less 
sensitive. In the ecFabB–TLM binary complex, TLM O1 forms 

strong hydrogen bond interactions with the two catalytic 
residues His298 and His333, and the C5 unsaturated alkyl 
side chain interaction with the small hydrophobic pocket 
is stabilized by  stacking interactions. In the model of the 
mtFabB–TLM complex23, the isoprenoid branch of TLM also 
fits the small hydrophobic pocket composed of residues 
270–280 and 405–406, while the thiolactone of TLM cannot 
form hydrogen bond interactions with the active site cata-
lytic triad Cys170–His311–His346.

Despite the three proteins having similar catalytic triad 
active sites, the structural information indicates that the 
strong hydrogen bond interactions between the two active 
sites His–His and the O1 of TLM are important determinants 
of high affinity TLM binding. The mtFabH has a Cys112–
His244–Asn274 catalytic triad, and is much less sensitive to 
TLM22. There may exist some differences at the surfaces sur-
rounding the mouth of the channel, such as polar/charged 
amino acid and steric bulk in each active site25. In the model 
of TLM-mtFabH (Figure 6a), the unsaturated side chain 
at the C5 position of TLM analogs extends to the slender 
hydrophobic pocket directing the Cys112–His244–Asn274 
catalytic triad, like the mtFabH–lauric acid binary complex, 
while the thiolactone moiety locates in the surface of the 
active site. Comparing 3–mtFabH and 39–mtFabH with 
the TLM–mtFabH complex model, the results indicate that 
the end of the side chain at the C5 position of TLM analogs 
forming hydrogen bonds or a non-covalent bond with the 
active site Cys112–His244–Asn274 may increase the activ-
ity. In the surface of the catalytic triad, the C4 hydroxyl 
group of the thiolactone moiety forming a hydrogen bond 
may also enhance interactions with mtFabH. The common 

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5. CoMSIA contour maps. (a) CoMSIA steric and electrostatic contour map. Green and yellow represent sterically favored and disfavored regions, 
respectively. Blue and red represent electrically favored and disfavored regions, respectively. (b) CoMSIA hydrophobic field contour map. Yellow regions 
indicate where hydrophobic groups increase activity and white regions indicate areas where hydrophilic groups increase activity. (c) CoMSIA H-bond 
donor contour map. Cyan contour indicates regions where hydrogen bond donor groups increase activity. Purple is disfavored. (d) CoMSIA H-bond 
acceptor contour map. Magenta contour indicates regions where hydrogen bond acceptor groups increase activity. Red is disfavored. Compound 3, the 
template, is overlaid in each plot.
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feature of the three complexes is the conjugate-structure 
side chains at the C5 position of TLM analogs embedding 
in the small hydrophobic channel of mtFabH with similar 
conformations (Figure 6).

Prediction of the binding mode
Based on the present 3D-QSAR and docking studies, 2D 
depiction of the hypothetical binding model of TLM analogs 
to mtFabH can be proposed (Figure 7) using LigandScout 
2.026. Unsaturated side chains at the C5 position of TLM ana-
logs extend to the slender hydrophobic pocket directing the 
active site catalytic triad Cys112–His244–Asn274 of mtFabH, 
while the common structure-thiolactone moiety locates in 
the surface of the catalytic triad. Hydrogen bonds can be 
observed between the carbonyl group and residues Asn274 

and His244 and between the C4 hydroxy group of the thiol-
actone moiety and residue Gly152. Conjugate-structures at 
the C5 position also form hydrophobic and  stacking inter-
actions with the active channel of the receptor. Due to the 
slender lauric acid binding channel, conjugate-structures 
that are less sterically hindered may enhance activity27.

The models of 3D-QSAR elucidate the docking binding 
mode well. The hydrogen bond-accepting substitutions/
negative charges (from 3D-QSAR results) attached to the 
end of side chains at the C5 position of TLM analogs play 
a vital role in the activity, because the TLM analogs sub-
stituted by a carbonyl group or carboxyl group (i.e. com-
pounds 3, 37–39) drastically change the activity. This can be 
explained by the docking studies, showing that the hydro-
gen bond- accepting substitutions display hydrogen bonds 

GLY152

(a)

(b) (c)

GLY152 GLY152

HIS244

HIS244

ASN274

ASN274

CYS112

CYS112

HIS244

ASN274

CYS112

Figure 6. Modeling conformation of (a) thiolactomycin (TLM), (b) compound 3, and (c) compound 39 in the binding site of mtFabH by the GOLD 3.1 
program.
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with the active residues His244 and Asn274 (Figure 6). In 
the proposed binding mode, the hydrogen bond between 
the C4 hydroxy group of the thiolactone structure and 
residue Gly152 may also improve the activity. The studied 
binding mode is similar to how the carboxylic acid group of 
platencin interacts with Asn274 and His 244 of FabH28.

Conclusion

In summary, as the crystallographic data for TLM bound 
with mtFabH is not available, computational studies have 
been performed on 40 TLM analogs using CoMFA, CoMSIA, 
and molecular docking studies. The predictions were 
obtained by the CoMFA model with r2 cv of 0.701 and r2 of 
0.988 and CoMSIA model with r2 cv of 0.625 and r2 of 0.969, 
respectively. Docking approaches were applied to predict 
the binding mode between TLM analogs and mtFabH. The 
results show that unsaturated side chains at the C5 position 
of TLM analogs extend to the slender hydrophobic pocket 
directing the Cys112–His244–Asn274 catalytic triad of 
mtFabH, while the common structure-thiolactone moiety 
locates in the surface of the active site. In the binding mode, 
the end of the side chain at the C5 position of TLM analogs 
is proposed to interact with the Cys112–His244–Asn274 cat-
alytic triad of mtFabH by hydrogen bond interactions and 
to be critical to the activity. Also, the conjugate-structures 
at the C5 position of TLM analogs that are less sterically 
hindered may improve the activity due to the slender lauric 
acid binding channel. In this study, the structure require-
ments for TLM analogs, as well as a plausible binding mode 
with mtFabH, are expected to be useful in the process of 
design and development of novel potent mtFabH inhibitors 
for treating TB.
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